
Pantone, the self-proclaimed global color authority, recently announced its annual Color of the Year pick as Ultra Violet 

18-3838, a blue-based purple predicted to influence the hues of home décor and consumer goods in the coming months.

P urple is the punctuation 
point of our current politi-
cal and cultural landscape, 
where gender fluidity is 
embraced, sexual harass-

ment is shunned, and individuality is cel-
ebrated. The philosophical underpinning 
of Ultra Violet is typical of Pantone’s annual 
color pick, which carries a subtext derived 
from its global color scouting and distilled 
within the context of daily life.

“The Pantone Color of the Year has 
come to mean so much more than ‘what’s 
trending’ in the world of design; it’s truly a 

reflection of what’s needed in our world 
today,” notes Laurie Pressman, vice presi-
dent of the Pantone Color Institute.

Although Pantone’s predictions often 
headline home décor color forecasts, major 
paint companies also anoint annually 
their favorite picks. In 2018, purple joins 
influential shades of black and blue-green 
hues, sending mixed messages to home-
owners hip to the latest color palettes. 

Red, one of purple’s chromatic ingredi-
ents, also makes the “it” color list accord-
ing to Benjamin Moore, which picked 
Caliente AF-290, described as the signa-
ture color of a modern architectural mas-
terpiece. Ellen O’Neill, Benjamin Moore’s 
director of strategic design intelligence, 

describes Caliente as a red hue that is 
strong, radiant and full of energy.

Sherwin-Williams and Behr Paint agree 
on versions of blue-green as the trending 
color in 2018. Sherwin-Williams’ saturated 
Oceanside SW 6496, a jewel-toned green 
and blue and Behr’s softer In the Moment 
T18-15, a cool coalescence of blue, gray 
and green, both interpret this blue-green 
propensity. “Oceanside is a tremendously 
versatile color and harmonizes with other 
diverse color groups” says Sue Wadden, 
director of color marketing at Sherwin-
Williams. 

“In The Moment crosses multiple design 
styles — global, coastal, modern — and 
pairs well with other subdued colors to 
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create harmony for interiors or exteriors,” 
says Erika Woelfel, vice president of color 
and creative services at Behr. 

Three brands, PPG Paints, Glidden and 
Olympic, are bringing black back as the 
“forgotten neutral” in three different shades. 
PPG Paints picked Black Flame, a lighter 
black with tones of indigo. Olympic Paint 
chose Black Magic, explaining it as an 
often misunderstood neutral. The Glidden 
brand deemed Deep Onyx its 2018 color 
pick, a no-fuss shade of black encouraging 

a less-is-more approach to home décor 
with a minimalist eye. 

“Using a black paint color like Deep 
Onyx on your walls or in your décor may 
feel intimidating at first, but it’s actually 
one of the easiest colors to use to create the 
low-key, easygoing style that’s trending for 
2018,” says Misty Yeomans, PPG color 
marketing manager, Glidden paints. “Black 
can be overlooked as a neutral color, but it 
works well on an accent wall or as an 
alternative to white paint on doors, trim 
and cabinets. Just like a little black dress, 
Deep Onyx is a classic, timeless staple.”

Many of the 2018 color picks harken 
back to the ’70s with its in-your-face colors 
but updated with a new energy. “I used to 
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hate the colors of the ’70s, but now I love 
them because they ground everything. It’s 
all in how you use them without overcom-
mitting,” notes local interior designer Jose 
Cabrera, principal/owner at C L Studio, Inc.

With Pantone’s announcement, consum-
ers can expect a plethora of purple designs 
entering the marketplace including apparel, 

accessories, appliances and cosmetics. 
Prestige makeup brand, butter London, 
partnered with Pantone to co-create an 
exclusive collection in Ultra Violet, calling 
it “an inventive and inspirational shade 
that translates perfectly to beauty.”

Surya, a home accessories company, is 
debuting its Ultra Violet collection, includ-
ing rugs, pillows, poufs and art. “Synony-
mous with luxury, creativity and imagina-
tion, Ultra Violet is the perfect choice for 
the 2018 Pantone Color of the Year,” says 
Lynne Meredith, vice president of product 
development at Surya. “We are seeing all 
shades of purple and mauve emerge as a 
key color for textiles and decorative accents. 
It is a great inspirational shade for resi-
dential and commercial spaces looking to 
establish and maintain a sense of gran-
deur and originality.”  

Decorating with Ultra Violet and other 
popular hues in 2018 is an exercise in 

restraint and balance. These strong colors 
can easily overpower a space but when 
used in subtle doses, add drama and 
dimension. 

“Ultra Violet is really intense and can go 
‘circus’ or ‘cartoonish’ quickly so I would 
recommend using it sparingly. Consider a 
matte version rather than the shiny ver-
sion for decor accents such as a single 
chair or rug in a room with minimal col-
or,” Jose suggests.

Ultra Violet, like most color trends used 
in moderation, can be the punctuation 
point in the room without stealing the 
show. “It’s not going to work as an accent 
wall or as a sofa — that’s way too much of 
a color commitment that you might regret 
in the coming years as trends fade in and 
out,” he warns. 

“Basically, what is going to make or 
break the end product of the Ultra Violet 
color is its companion,” adds Shannon 
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Callahan, senior designer, Marc-Michaels 
Interior Design, Inc. She suggests pairing 
the purple with an inky blue, a silvered 
graphite or muted mustard. “Another 
example — if a club room space is full of 
deep tone neutrals, Ultra Violet could be 
used as an accent pillow color on a sectional 
or a suede on the back of a barstool.” 

Nancy Fire, creative director of HGTV 
HOME, sees Ultra Violet playing well with 
many neutrals including gray and loden 
green. “We think using this bold color as a 
statement, not to fill an entire room, is key 
if you usually stick with neutrals and safe 
shades,” Nancy says. 

“Ultra Violet brings nuance and intricacy 

to the home décor and design industry, 
allowing for astute individuality. The hue 
can create a bold impression through 
large-scale artwork and detailed, graphic 
rugs, or serve as a subtle accent via simple 
combinations of small accessories. No 
matter the approach, it is accessible for 
virtually any style and space,” Lynne adds.
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Color psychology theories underscore 
purple’s ability to calm the body and fire 
up the imagination, while historic conno-
tations allude to royalty, power, nobility, 
luxury, mysticism and magic. Some color 
studies on gender preferences suggest 
women favor purple and men strongly dis-
liked it — a finding publicly disavowed by 
the artistic output of Jimi Hendrix, Prince 
and David Bowie, who used glowing pur-

ple as a deeply layered signifier in their 
outfits and album art. 

Ultra Violet also plays well with one of 
hottest color trends in 2017, millennial 
pink, a popular blush hue often paired with 
brass accents. (Pantone helped seed mil-
lennial pink into our design vocabulary 
when it picked Rose Quartz in 2016 as Color 
of the Year along with Serenity Blue.)

Pantone says the Color of the Year is 
one moment in time that provides strate-
gic direction for the world of trend and 
design. In home décor, Ultra Violet and its 
forecasted color compatriots present design 
challenges that require a deft and delicate 
hand to create spaces that are current 
with staying power. 
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Columbus sideboard in Ultra Violet

Portrait of Prince by AngieJones, as part of 
Saatchi Art x Pantone Colour of the Year 2018 
Collection
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